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Introduction
Most of us associate the name Carl Friedrich Abel
with the “last great gambist,” who concertized on
the viola da gamba in London during the second
half of the eighteenth century, thus at a time in
which this instrument had almost been forgotten by
the musical world. And likewise we know that Abel
left behind many compositions that have become
standard repertoire for the viol. Less well known,
however, is that during his lifetime Abel was a famous and successful composer, who wrote numerous symphonies (or overtures) for all the instrumental formations of his time, solo concertos, quartets,
trios, and sonatas. He published a total of 122 works
divided between eighteen opus numbers. Many of
these publications were reprinted repeatedly and experienced dissemination throughout Europe.
Among the opus numbers we find three that are
each made up of six quartets. The works in the present edition are the quartets from the middle set,
namely op. 12, of which there are three historical
prints:
RISM A/I A 97 and 98, Robert Bremner, London
RISM A/I A 99, J. J. Hummel, Berlin and
Amsterdam
RISM A/I A 100, Sieber, Paris
The three prints differ only very slightly in terms of
content. The music is same, merely the articulations
and dynamics are complete to a greater or lesser extent.
The Bremner print was issued in 1774 or somewhat earlier, since it is offered in the 1774 Breitkopf
catalogue.1 The Hummel print can be dated to
1775–76 on the basis of the plate number.2
The Quartets op. 12 were obviously very popular
and well known, for apart from the abovementioned
editions, a total of thirty-eight manuscript copies of
individual quartets have come down to us. All these
copies trace back to the prints3. Most of them follow
the originals very closely. Thus, for example, there
is a complete manuscript copy of the Hummel print
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in Berlin in which the scribe even copied the printing plate number “345” in one place.4 There is no
known autograph of op. 12.
These quartets are actually written for a string
quartet instrumentation. The first part – with the exception of the fifth quartet – is however also intended for flute so that the op. 12 quartets can also
be designated as flute quartets. There are a very few
passages that are too low for flute and have to be
transposed up an octave, which has partially been
marked in the Hummel print. The first part of the
Fifth Quartet in B-flat Major, however, was clearly
written for violin and is not playable on flute. Apparently, somebody did not want to accept this,
since some of the copies also display arrangements
– for example, an arrangement of this fifth quartet
as an oboe quartet.5 All the parts were switched
around in places and/or transposed by an octave in
order to adapt the first part for oboe (or flute), and
the second movement deleted.
Our edition is based on the Hummel print, since
it is the most consistently marked. The richly ornamented title page bears the title: SIX QUATUOR | A
| DEUX VIOLONS | ou | (Une Flute, Un Violon,) |
TAILLE & VIOLONCELLE. | COMPOSÉS | Par |
C. F. ABEL, | Musicien de la Chambre | de Sa
Majesté la Reine de la | Grande Bretagne. |
OEUVRE XII. | Chés JEAN JULIEN HUMMEL, | à
Berlin … | à Amsterdam … | N.o 345. The print consists of four individual parts on a total of fifty-six
pages, which are headed VIOLINO O FLAUTO
PRIMO, VIOLINO SECONDO, VIOLA, and VIOLONCELLO, respectively. The Fifth Quartet lacks
“o Flauto” (see above).
The Hummel print, which served as our model, is
virtually error-free so that our edition follows it very
closely. In the few instances where we have nevertheless changed something, the alteration is indicated in a footnote in the score. Accidentals that deviate from the original are given in parentheses. Articulation and dynamic markings are added only
where verified by parallel passages in the same or
another part (slurs are dashed, other marks given in
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square brackets). In the original, staccato is mostly
indicated by wedges, although dots are also sometimes used – it is possible that several engravers
were involved. However a different interpretation
of the two marks is not discernible so that we have
invariably employed wedges.
All of the movements of Abel’s Quartets op. 12
are in major keys, as was usual at the time of the
early classical period, since minor tended to be associated with the meanwhile outdated music of the
Baroque.6 Each quartet has three movements: fast –
slow– minuet. The first movement is usually in binary form, whereby the second section displays a
complex development of the theme that often also
contains passages in minor. The second movement

is of lyrical character and predominantly in the subdominant. In most cases, the third movement is a
rondo in which there is also a section in minor. The
quartets are distinguished by catchy, often songlike
themes that linger long in the memory.
The large number of prints and manuscript copies
in which these quartets are transmitted clearly
shows how popular and frequently played this music was during Abel’s time. With our edition, we
hope to contribute to their rediscovery by today’s
musicians and listeners.

Abel, Quartett Op. 12,5, Beginn der Violinstimme
Abel, quartet op. 12,5, beginning of the violin part
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